
  

CHALMERS-ARDLER CHURCH 

 

Minute of meeting of the Congregational Board of Chalmers-Ardler Church held on 19 November 2019. 

The meeting was duly constituted with prayer.  

 

SEDERUNT: Rev J Humphrey in the chair, Miss G Alexander, Mrs A Bellingham, Miss C Coull, Mr G 

Cunningham, Mrs K Cunningham, Mrs L Donnet, Ms F Ewen, Mr G Donnet, Mrs A Lawrence, Mr J 

Ralfe, Mrs L Ralfe and Mrs H Young. 

 

APOLOGIES for absence were intimated from Miss C Alexander, Mrs R Forbes, Miss J Martin, Mrs N 

McDonald, Mr W Robertson and Mrs M Small.  

 

MINUTES - The minutes of meeting of 17 September 2019 were submitted and approved. 

 

MATTERS ARISING FROM MINUTES 

 

Church signage – Jonathan submitted a quotation which he had obtained from Rosie Messeder to design a 

church logo. The quotation was in the sum of £240, but it was noted that it was based on an hourly rate 

and that the final invoice would depend on the number of hours worked. It was agreed to accept the 

quotation and proceed on this basis. 

 

Spar vouchers – It was noted that a number of people had been in touch seeking vouchers. Further 

discussion took place on the way forward and it was noted that Jonathan felt unable to refuse anyone who 

approached him in this regard. In Bill’s absence, it was agreed to continue the item to the next meeting 

and that Jonathan would continue to distribute vouchers in the meantime. 

 

FINANCE  

 

1. The financial accounts for August, September and October 2019 were considered and approved.  

 

2. John reported on a Money Conference he had attended at 121 on issues relating to stewardship, 

income generation etc. It was agreed that one of the church’s Stewardship Advisers be invited to 

come and speak to the congregation during 2020. 

 

3. It was agreed that the sum of £500, which had been set aside for the Dundee Nativity, should 

now be paid. 

 

4. It was agreed to approve the Youth Club purchasing a 5ft folding snooker and pool table and a 

4ft folding football games table, at an approximate cost of £250, and acquiring a number of very 

large cushions. 

 

5. It was agreed to obtain an A1 poster with Christmas service times at an approximate cost of £20. 

It was noted that Jonathan had been unable to find the Christmas banner for the gate which had 

been purchased last year, and it was agreed that, if it could not be found, a new banner be 

purchased at a cost of £65 plus VAT. 

 

REQUESTS FOR USE OF PREMISES 

 

It was agreed to grant the use of the premises as follows – 

 

• To the Girls’ Brigade Tayside Division on Saturday 25 April 2020, from approx. 10am – 4pm for 

a fun day, in the event that the weather meant it was impossible to use Camperdown Park. 

• For a worship concert on Saturday 29 February. 



• To Jonathan for a LAM workshop on 1-4 April. 

 

A request was submitted from the Parent Council of Ardler Primary School, via Gina Cochrane, to use 

the Session Room for the week 9-13 December. It was noted that this would have an impact on existing 

users of the premises, who would be required to move their meetings to another part of the building, and 

that their agreement would therefore be necessary. It was, however, felt that it would be good to co-

operate with the school in this way if possible, and it was remitted to Jonathan to discuss the request 

further with the school, making it clear that they would require to take responsibility for the premises and 

their security during the period of their use, and to report back on the outcome. 

 

PROPERTY REPORT 

 

Gordon had circulated a report covering the following matters. 

 

Large Hall – It was noted that the display boards had now been supplied and fitted; and an order for new 

stage curtains had been placed with Rejects, Kirkcaldy at a cost of £585.43.  

The Living Rooms – Costings for the various elements of work had been sought and details were 

provided of two quotes, from One Call Ltd and Ward Builders Dundee Ltd. It was noted that the basis of 

costing differed slightly in the two quotations. Whilst some discussion would still require to be had with 

contractors, Gordon advised that his provisional view was that the costing provided by Ward Builders 

Dundee was the more competitive. Additionally, they had agreed that segments of work could be 

excluded and carried out by congregational resources, thus achieving some cost saving. 

 

It was noted that Dundee Presbytery had considered an application for a reduction in our 2019 Ministry 

& Mission payment and an award of £15,000 had been made. The General Trustees had agreed to award 

a grant of £10,000. 

It was agreed as follows - 

1. that £10,000 be allocated from the General Fund to the Living Rooms Restricted Fund; 

2. that the congregation be advised of the position in the forthcoming edition of the church 

magazine and that an appeal be made for financial contributions in early January 2020; 

3. that, with £10,000 added from church funds, the total sum available to spend on this project 

would total £35,000. Works could therefore proceed on a staged basis with an expectation that 

the cost of the most significant ‘structural’ aspects could be progressed and completed, i.e. 

downtaking of walls, reconfiguration of door openings, replacement of front door screens, 

installation of disabled toilet, installation of kitchen, replacement of central heating radiators in 

part and essential electrical work. The installation of a ramp and replacement door screen to the 

rear would be excluded at present, and some of the work would be progressed using 

congregational resources. The overall saving on the quotation from Ward Builders Dundee could 

therefore amount to around £6000- £7000; and 

4. that we continue to explore funding opportunities. 

 

Miscellaneous – It was noted that -  

 

• the music stand lights had been purchased; 

• the hedge trimming was completed; 



• some lopping of trees had been undertaken with further work planned over the next 2 weeks. To 

facilitate disposal of cuttings and other debris from the Living Rooms and church, a skip had been 

hired; 

• the damaged floodlight from the tower had been removed. The replacement had still to be 

purchased and fitted; 

• the Expel air fan in the disabled toilet had not yet been dealt with;  

• whilst the boiler servicing work had been instructed, engineers had still to attend, and it might be 

necessary to consider utilising an alternative contractor; 

• the manse boiler was due an annual service and landlord’s safety check and Jonathan was to 

arrange this directly with the engineer; 

• the possible need to repair a hand held shower head in the manse bathroom had been discussed 

with Kate who was happy to continue with matters as they were; 

• the car parking had been relined as instructed and the disabled parking signage reinstated. There 

was currently no entry signage at the front entrance as it had been removed to facilitate the 

erection of a sign with amended wording; 

• the church fire extinguishers were due to be inspected on Thursday 21 November; 

• 2 manse smoke detectors had been replaced and batteries renewed in all 3. 

Sanctuary – It was noted that the redecoration of the sanctuary had previously been estimated at £1,900 + 

VAT, giving a total of £2,280.00. It was agreed that, in the light of the priority of the Living Rooms 

project, this work be put on hold meantime and considered further at a later date. 

 

PROPOSAL FOR COMMUNITY FRIDGE  

 

There was submitted a proposal from people involved in Little Chalmers to install a community fridge in 

the garage of the former manse, for use by anyone in Ardler. Some details were provided of the way in 

which this was operated in the Perth Road by the Gate Church, whose project was run by a Project Co-

ordinator and Assistant, together with 15 volunteers. 

 

During discussion, views were expressed that this was, in principle, a good idea. However, it was noted 

that the existing planning permission for the former manse would require to be revisited; that during 

previous discussions it had been felt that the garage should remain available meantime for possible youth 

work purposes, pending the appointment of a youth worker; and that the personnel resources required by 

way of volunteers would be a problem at a time when a lot else was happening in the church. 

 

It was accordingly agreed that this was not the time to proceed with such a project.  

 

UNITARY CONSTITUTION 

 

Jonathan had circulated papers regarding the possibility of the church moving to the Unitary Constitution. 

Following discussion, the Board agreed, for their interest, to approve this proposal. 

 

NEXT MEETING  - The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 18 February 2020. 

 

The meeting concluded with the Benediction. 

 


